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This document describes enhancements in Release 6 of the CTM™ User Interface 4.0 (UI).

Match Agreed View
The navigation panel on the left side of the UI has a new Match Agreed option where you can only see your debt and
equity trades with a final status of MAGR (Match Agreed) and CMAG (Cancel Match Agreed) (Figure 1).

Figure 1 MAGR View
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Using the Match Agreed View
When using the new view, note the following:
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

The view currently supports a single date.
You can toggle between viewing your block or allocation MAGR trade information.
The default for the view is the current trade date for block trades.
The default for the view displays My Side trade information. To view your counterparty's trades, double-click a trade
or hover over the trade and click the magnifying glass on the far left side of the row.
Auto refresh is unavailable. To refresh the view, click Refresh
.
No actions can be performed from the view; instead, navigate to the Trade Side Details view.
If there are over 15,000 trades, the view does not display data but shows the following message:

The Match Agreed view supports the same UI functions and column options as those in the Trade Exceptions grid:
l
l

Export to CSV
Save Preferences

Differences Between the UI 4.0 and UI 3.0 Match Agreed Views
The UI 4.0 Match Agreed view is different from the UI 3.0 Match Agreed view as follows:
l
l

UI 4.0 is a flexible view where you can add, remove, and arrange the layout of the the columns in the view.
UI 4.0 view is available to all clients.

DTCC plans to deploy a new UI 4.0 view to accommodate the specific UI 3.0 Match Agreed view functionality in 2018.

User Customization
This release of the UI includes a new User Customization feature (Figure 2):

Figure 2 User Customization Link
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When you click User Customization, the UI displays the User Customization page where you can define the default
landing page and date range for your UI home page settings (Figure 3).

Figure 3 User Customization
When you save a customization, the UI displays a confirmation in the lower right area of your screen (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Customization Confirmation

Visible ALERT Keys
For clients using the ALERT® service, you can now see the ALERT keys provided by you and your counterparty (where
applicable) when viewing standing settlement instructions (SSIs). Figure 5 shows an example of the ALERT keys in an
allocation.

Figure 5 ALERT Keys

New Fields
This release introduces new fields to the grid and to the manual entry areas of the UI.
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Grid
A number of fields are available in the UI grid, all of which can be added to any of the grid views, Advanced Search, and
so on:
l
l
l

Block Version—Available on the block
Allocation Version—Available on the allocation
Additional Disclosure Info—For more information about the fields, see the Product Release Information: Release 3 for
the CTM service.

To add the new fields, click Choose Columns
from any Trade Exceptions view—Equity, Debt, or Combined—or
from within the Trade Side Details window. With the Change Column Preferences dialog box open, select View by
Category → Disclosure Info, which lists all of the reporting fields that you can add to the grid.
Note
Although Disclosure Information appears on both the Block and Allocation View for Change Column Preferences, the 26 new
fields are only available on the Allocation View.

Manual Entry
The 26 additional reporting fields have been added to the manual entry template for allocations in a new section called
Disclosure Info. They are optional fields that you can choose to include when manually entering a trade. Figure 6
displays a partial list of the fields in the Disclosure Info category.

Figure 6 Disclosure Info Section for Allocations
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Export Data from the Trade Side Detail View
The UI now allows you to export trade data from the Trade Side Detail view. Exporting from this view exports both the
block and any allocations of whichever view is displayed: Both Sides, My Side, or Counterparty. The UI exports
everything in the view to a CSV file—you cannot select a subset of allocations to export.

Usability Enhancements
This release includes some enhancements that improve the usability of the UI.

Grid Rows
The grid now collapses blank rows of data when you view only My Side or Counterparty information. By collapsing the
blank rows, it allows you to increase the number of rows of trade data that you can see on your screen.
You can collapse the rows of blank trades from any of the grid views for blocks and allocations and also the Trade Side
Details view.
Here is a view of the grid set to show Both Sides, therefore displaying empty rows.

Here is the Release 6 view, but showing counterparty trades to demonstrate the new collapsed empty rows:
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Trade Side Detail Changes
The Trade Side Details window has been increased in size to display both more trade data and more columns of
information. You can also maximize the window to display the greatest amount of information that your screen can
project.
Pop-up windows are now movable anywhere within the grid but cannot be moved to a different monitor.

Grid Row Shading
Starting in this release, the grid shades alternate rows of data to help you find trades and information about trades more
easily (Figure 7).

Figure 7 Shaded Rows
This row shading is available on all views of the UI:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Mismatched
Not Matched
All Exceptions
Match Agreed
Trade Side Details
Advanced Search

Action Button Clarification
In response to client feedback, this release improves the naming, positioning, and color of the following action buttons:
l
l

All Reject buttons are renamed Reject Trade.
All Cancel buttons are renamed Cancel Trade.

Throughout the UI:
l
l

Action buttons are navy blue.
Non-action buttons are turquoise.
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Figure 8 illustrates the button color scheme updates.

Figure 8 Button Color Scheme Updates

View Button Clarification
When viewing trade data it is possible to view My Side, Counterparty. or Both Sides. This release clarifies how you can
make those selections.

RSCH Commission Type
If selected on the block, RSCH commission type is now excluded in TCOM (total commission) calculations. This
behavior conforms to the core CTM service feature.

Rebranding
As a result of the acquisition of Omgeo by DTCC, all references to Omgeo have either been removed from the UI 4.0 or
replaced with DTCC.

Known Issue
An issue exists if you double-click a trade to open the Trade Side Details window and continue to double-click the trade
before the UI finishes its CTM host query. The issue is that the UI could duplicate Trade Levels or Trade Details that
appear on the grid. It only affects how users view the trades. There is no impact on the CTM database.

Related Documents and Training
For related documents and training in the DTCC Learning Center, go to Institutional Trade Processing → CTM.

Questions?
The DTCC Client Center provides general assistance and technical help. Visit www.dtcc.com/client-center to:
l
l
l

Enter a service request or check the status of an existing service request
Search the knowledge base
Obtain contact information
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